


From a simple page with a list of buttons for your Link in Bio to 

a web page with videos, images, countdowns and anything else 

you need to make yourself known or to promote your events.
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Collect your most significant links on one 

page. Use custom buttons or add links 

to your social media, Email, WhatsApp 

and Telegram.
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Build a web page at lightning speed with the Touch My 

Link builder. Insert text, images, videos, custom 

buttons and social buttons. Add a countdown or push 

yourself with HTML blocks to insert external elements 

(E.g. a form from Mailchimp).
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Take part in the first European 
meeting for Digital Creators!

Sign up now!
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Use our vertical page as a digital flyer for 

your advertisements. You will be able to add 

discount codes or a link to your contact/

registration forms.
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Buy this product!
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Buy this product by using the discount codereserved for you!

PROMO CODE:
Y0UR_PROMO
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Thanks to content scheduling, You can focus on other things while 

everything goes according to your plan. No new links to reshare, 

the contents are dynamic and you can always edit them 

or add new ones.
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Share your link using one of the following options: 

For each Link, our tool will generate 
a QR-Code to be shared online 
or to be printed on stickers, cards 
or wherever you want.

Why not use NFC technology to 
share your Links? Directly from 
TouchMyLink you will be able to 
easily write your NFC Tags.

Connect physical and digital

QR Code NFC Tag



Contact us
for more!

+39 349 763 3936

commerciale@bmint.it
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